Mathematics Instructional Plan – Grade 8

Probability
Strand:

Probability and Statistics

Topic:

Determining the probability of independent and dependent events

Primary SOL:

8.11 The student will
a) compare and contrast the probability of independent and
dependent events; and
b) determine probabilities for independent and dependent events.

Related SOL:

7.8

Materials







Twenty items – 5 red, 8 blue, and 7 yellow
Bag
Sorting Cards (attached)
Number Cubes
Spinners
Coins

Vocabulary
decimal, equivalent fraction, events, likelihood, outcomes, percent, probability (theoretical
and experimental), ratio, trials (earlier grades)
dependent events, impact, independent events, influence, with replacement, without
replacement (8.11)
Student/Teacher Actions: What should students be doing? What should teachers be doing?
1. Display 5 red, 8 blue, and 7 yellow items, and have students count how many items of
each color there are and how many items there are in total. Record these numbers. Put
the items in a bag, and have students find each of the following, starting with a full bag
each time (with replacement):
 The probability of drawing a red item out of the bag.
 The probability of drawing a blue item out of the bag. Students should write
8
the probability in terms of the objects (12) as well as in the form of an
2




equivalent fraction that has been simplified (3).
The probability of drawing a yellow item out of the bag.
0
The probability of drawing a black item out of the bag (12 and 0).

2. Now, have the students discuss with partners how to find the probability of drawing a red
item and then drawing a blue item. After the discussions, have several pairs of students
share their thinking. Discuss with the class the difference between drawing a red item and
placing it aside before the second draw (dependent events), and drawing a red item then
putting it back in the bag before the second draw (independent events). Ask students in
which situation the outcome of the first draw influences the outcome of the second draw.
Ask, “What is the probability of drawing a red, setting it aside, and then drawing another
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red? Does the outcome of the second draw depend on the first?” Have partners discuss the
difference between dependent and independent events.
3. Distribute a set of Sorting Cards to each pair of students. Have partners sort the cards
into two groups—one for independent events and another for dependent events. When
they have finished sorting, review each card, and allow partners to correct their sorts, if
necessary. Then, have partners find the probability of each event.
Assessment


Questions
o Sharon has four coins in her pocket—a dime, a penny, a nickel, and a quarter.
She needs 26 cents to pay the cashier. She reaches in her pocket and pulls out
two coins. What is the probability that she pulled out exactly 26 cents?
o How do you find the probability of dependent events?



Journal/writing prompts
o Explain the difference between independent events and dependent events.
o Explain why not replacing an object in a set of objects after drawing it out of that
set influences the probability of the second draw.



Other Assessments
o Use other methods to generate random outcomes, such as spinners, decks of
cards, and number cubes, and have students determine whether the outcomes
are dependent or independent
o Have students create their own scenario for independent and/or dependent
events as well as give sample probabilities.

Extensions and Connections (for all students)
 Have students create their own experiments and then find the probability of their
experiments, with and without replacement.
 Have students use internet resources for spinning a spinner or rolling a number cube to
solve practical problems.
 Have students calculate the probability of not drawing a certain item from the bag.
 Have students compare different situations to determine which has a higher probability
of occurring.
Strategies for Differentiation
 Before using the Sorting Cards, review with students the different types of cards in a
deck. Provide students with a graphic displaying all of the playing cards with colors and
suits.
 For every problem, have students write whether the event is dependent or
independent.
 Have students actually complete the experiments.
 Use fewer items so the denominator is 12 or less.
 Review multiplying fractions and reducing fractions before beginning probability.
 Provide a recording sheet for students to show their work.
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Note: The following pages are intended for classroom use for students as a visual aid to learning.
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Sorting Cards
Copy cards on card stock, and cut out.

What is the probability of drawing a king
from a deck of cards, putting it back in the
deck, shuffling the deck, and then drawing a
jack?

What is the probability of drawing the queen
of hearts from a deck of cards, putting it
back in the deck, shuffling the deck, and
then drawing the same card again?

What is the probability of drawing a black
card from a deck of cards, putting it aside,
and then drawing a red card?

You have a bag of 10 marbles. Four are red
and six are blue. What is the probability of
drawing a red marble, putting it aside, and
then drawing another red marble?

What is the probability of flipping heads on a
coin and then flipping tails?

What is the probability of rolling a 3 on a
number cube and then flipping heads on a
coin?

You have a bag of 10 marbles. Four are red
and six are blue. What is the probability of
drawing a blue marble, putting it aside, and
then drawing a red marble?

Each letter in the word MATH is written on a
card and put into a bag. What is the
probability of drawing the A, putting it aside,
and then drawing the H?

You have a bag of 10 marbles. Four are red
and six are blue. What is the probability of
drawing a red marble, putting it back in the
bag, and then drawing another red marble?

What is the probability of drawing a king
from a deck of cards, putting it aside, and
then drawing another king?
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